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Thanks to everyone for making this Central Illinois' hottest CD. 14 MP3 Songs URBAN/R&B: R&B Rap

mix, HIP HOP/RAP: Hip Hop Details: Who is Tight Klique? Where did they come from? What does the

album title mean? You ask yourself - who is Tight Klique? These are all good questions; so let me take

this time to introduce you to Central Illinois' hottest musical production team, Tight Klique Productions.

Consisting of Kelvin Conerly and Anthony Williams, Tight Klique has been producing and writing songs

with artists ranging from Hip Hop, R&B and Gospel since graduating high school in their native

Champaign, IL. In 2002, Tight Klique produced a song for former Arista recording artist, Shawn

Christopher's comeback album as well as contributing their production savvy to several artists expanding

from Chicago, IL to Nashville, TN. In addition to some other noteworthy production duties, the duo has

teamed up with Leon Minor of Mastermind Productions, a well-known Central Illinois promoter, to release

their debut LP album 3:20 (three years and 20 days). On 3:20 (three years and 20 days), which signifies

the time past since their last release, you'll find Tight Klique featuring some of the best up-and-coming

artists in the Midwest. Drawing inspiration from such producers as Jimmy Jam  Terry Lewis, Dr. Dre, and

DJ Quik, the album has a smooth laid back sound. A sound they call 'The Ride', with grooves that you

can put in your car deck and ride to and after listening to the intro, you can easily hear the backdrop of

the album. The album is packed with hot songs, including the summer hit 'How we kick it', along with

'Game Tight', 'Search no more' plus many more. So again if you still wonder, who is Tight Klique? They're

Central Illinois' hottest production team with their eyes set on taking it to the next level, building on their

incredible new debut album.
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